
BROUGHT TO YOU BY STONEMOUNTAIN64 & SNOOPEH

The Beginner’s

Guide to Growing

on Twitch in 2022



Congrats on Taking the First Step!

Perhaps you’re here because you've always wondered what it would be like to stream. Maybe 
gaming is your passion. Or, you’ve always known your dream is to become a full-time content 
creator. Whatever motivates you, just know you’re in the right place!



There's never been a better time to start - this space has so much opportunity right now. There are 
more viewers and more ways to monetize than ever before. Twitch, still the leading streaming 
platform, is seeing incredible growth. In 2021, their hours watched increased by 45%, from 17 billion 
hours to 24 billion hours. 



Not only is there a bigger audience, there are also more established strategies to learn from – it’s no 
longer the wild west. And that’s where this guide comes in. You don’t have to figure everything out on 
your own! We’re here to help you. 



You’re probably wondering who we are. We’re a team of gamers, creators, esports fans, Twitch mods, 
designers, and vloggers. We’ve been through this journey ourselves and we’re committed to helping 
new creators like you succeed through guides like this one and our educational platform and creator 
community, Pipeline. 



The creator economy is here to stay and you deserve your place in it.



You'll never know unless you give it a shot, and there's never been a better time than right now . . . 



We hope you enjoy reading this as much as we enjoyed putting it together. 



- StoneMountain64 & Snoopeh

Professional gaming creators and Pipeline co-founders

A LETTER FROM STONEMOUNTAIN64 & SNOOPEH
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Momentum helps you break bad procrastination habits, especially when you don't have deadlines. 
Doing a little bit every day is key to building momentum! It creates consistency around the content 
you’re putting out, which in turn, grows your audience.

Helps with: Procrastination

Momentum

S T E P  O N E

Good habits are essential to a healthy mindset. It’s no different than exercising and eating right.

Let’s identify the core habits you need to develop a positive, strong, and resilient mindset.

Streaming can be intimidating when it feels like there’s so much to learn. Do you ever just feel 
overwhelmed when you take on big projects? Chunk them down into manageable, bite-sized tasks to 
tackle one at a time! By simplifying it into steps, it won’t seem so scary anymore.

Once you know what steps you need to take to accomplish a goal, create a schedule 
for spending time on these steps so you can start each day with clarity.

Helps with: Difficulty Focusing

Breaking Things Down

TRY
THIS!

Put out something that’s not perfect, on purpose. It’ll be hard at first, but you’ll 
ultimately build up this muscle of getting things done without needing to perfect them.

TRY
THIS!

Start a task for just 5-15 minutes. It’s okay to stop after if you want! The key is to build a 
habit, so tasks are easier to do in the future. And chances are, you’ll go past the timer!

TRY
THIS!

You probably don’t see how much time you’re wasting just to get things right — preventing progress 
by blocking you from putting out regular content. Try not to sweat the details!

Helps with: Perfectionism

Done is Better Than Perfect

It All Starts with a Winning Mindset
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S T E P  T W O

Are you choosing the right game on Twitch and the right one for you? Understanding the platform is 
essential to early success, but you want to avoid creator fatigue as you start to build momentum. 

Do your research! Data tools like  and  help you make informed streaming 
decisions. For instance, the latter can help you discover the best games to stream at specific times, 
based on your average audience size!

TwitchTracker Twitch Strike

Tools for Twitch

On , look for games with a high ratio of viewers-to-channels; less channels means less 
competition, and more viewers means easier discovery. 



Take the “Just Chatting” category for instance: it’s massive! Although tons of people watch this genre, 
it’s so saturated with competition that it’s harder to get discovered when you’re just starting out.

TwitchTracker

A Competitive Edge

Try starting your stream in “Just Chatting” to connect with viewers, and then switch to your 
game. This strategy is great if you’re outgoing and comfortable talking right off the bat.

INSIDER
INFO!

You’ll want to stay on top of this — check these resources every month to get to know how 
the platform changes and what it means for you.

INSIDER
INFO!

The 80/20 Rule

Aim for an 80/20 split between the low-saturated game you’ve chosen for growth, and game(s) for 
pure enjoyment. Keeping energy high converts viewers into followers, and then into your community! 



Streaming one game most of the time will definitely make it easier to grow, but if you are streaming 
variety, make sure they’re in the same genre because it’ll affect how Twitch Recommended pushes 
your channel out to people. For instance, if you enjoy playing Valorant and stream other FPS games, it 
increases your chances of Twitch recommending your channel to the right viewers.


Choosing the Right Game for You
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https://twitchtracker.com/
https://twitchstrike.com/
https://twitchtracker.com/


C A S E  S T U D Y :  T H E  8 0 / 2 0  R U L E

L1fewater

To arrive at this strategic decision, he researched. He found that Warzone only had 3k daily viewers 
across all the channels that streamed the game on Twitch, and there also weren’t many creators 
streaming the game — these factors combined made it easier to be discovered whenever a viewer 
searched for Warframe. With this strategy, L1fewater grew his channel to 13.6k followers, with an 
average of 200 viewers. 



After an in-depth conversation with Snoopeh and StoneMountain64, he shifted his focus and started 
spending 20% of his time streaming other games. He recently started streaming Pokémon, slowly 
introducing a new genre that he likes to his core viewers. 

- L1fewater, on his new streaming strategy

“I feel that dual-streaming both games is really interesting and 
engaging, and because I’m enjoying it a lot more than only streaming 
Warframe, I think I’ll be more successful winning over new viewers.”
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L1fewater, a Pipeline Member and Twitch Partner, started out by streaming one game 
only: Warframe. He decided to go all-in on it because it was the main game he was 
playing at the time, and he also saw a good opportunity for growth.

https://www.twitch.tv/L1fewater


S T E P  T H R E E

Maximize your chances of getting discovered on Twitch by following these tips that help ensure 
you’re taking advantage of the platform’s many features.

You’ll want to make sure the “About Me” section is filled out with a description of your channel in 2-3 
lines. Share your name, what your content is about, and the general vibe of your stream. Add links to 
your socials and a donation button. Don’t worry about fancy graphics yet, just get the links up!

Twitch “About Me”

Viewers use Tags to find streams they’re interested in watching! There are 3 types of Tags: Stream, 
Category, and Automatic; you can choose up to 5 Tags to display at once. Spend some time going 
through the Twitch Tags available and ask yourself, “which of these tags really describe me, my 
content, and my channel?” 

Twitch Tags

Choosing Your Tags
You’ll want to choose tags that best reflect what your channel is all about. Think about the content 
you’re interested in streaming, and the type of viewer you’ll attract. This may be tough at the 
beginning when you don’t have many viewers yet, but use this thinking to reverse engineer the 
process. 

Set Your Schedule
This is one of the most overlooked, but simplest things you can do to boost your discovery! Show up 
on time, or let your followers know on socials if you have to make any last-minute changes to your 
schedule. Don’t forget to post in your active community spaces when you’re about to go live as well!

Socials
Gain new followers and eyes on your channel by using social platforms for fast growth. TikTok and 
YouTube Shorts are the most viral right now, so if your shortform content is good, you’ll get a huge 
amount of visibility on these platforms and tons of traffic to your channel. We recommend using this 
strategy once you’ve established your channel and made it look interesting enough to convince 
people to follow (and check out your next live stream!).

Boost Your Discovery
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C A S E  S T U D Y :  C H O O S I N G  Y O U R  T A G S

BionicBani

She thought about ways to signal those fans, and decided to use Twitch tags. She used two tags to 
help identify her as a new FFXIV gamer: “Backseat Gaming Allowed,” and “First Play Through.” Since 
she began using tags to help people discover her channel, she grew from 650 followers to 1440! 



Fun fact: Bani is also a Pipeline employee and works on our community team!

BionicBani, a VTuber and Twitch Affiliate, used Twitch Tags to grow her channel. She 
chose to focus  90% of her time playing FFXIV; quickly realizing that there was a huge 
part of the community who loved helping those new to the MMORPG and would often 
stop by newcomers’ streams. 
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https://www.twitch.tv/bionicbani


S T E P  F O U R

With such a strong culture, it’s no wonder that there are some unspoken rules on the platform. If 
you’re new to Twitch, take a moment here to familiarize yourself with them.

Do not mention that you’re a streamer in another streamer’s channel, unless you’re specifically asked! 
And similarly, when you’re watching someone else’s stream, don’t mention other streamers’ channels.



Instead: Spend time in other creators’ channels that interest you. Have real conversations and build 
real friendships as their viewer, and take notes for your own channel. It especially helps if they’re 
streaming the type of content that you’d like to be creating!

Don’t Self-Promote

“Calling out lurkers” means to force someone watching your stream into conversation. Unless the 
viewer has engaged first, either by saying something in chat or following your channel and setting off 
an alert, don't force them into a conversation! It could make them leave.



Instead: Ask questions that encourage replies — “I love this gun I’m using! Do y’all have any favorites?” 
— but continue with your own dialogue if there isn’t engagement. Your viewers might just want to chill!

Don’t Call Out Lurkers in Chat

Don’t Go Live Without Everyone’s Consent

Prevent awkward situations where friends and collaborators don’t realize you’re streaming when they 
join in on a voice chat. They may want to behave differently knowing they’re live!



Instead: Let them know you’re streaming ahead of time, so they know that they’ll be broadcasted live.

Don’t Pressure, and Be Grateful!

Don't ever pressure people to follow, subscribe, or donate.



Instead: Express gratitude when people host you, donate, follow, or sub. People love being 
acknowledged this way, and it’s inspiring for chat to see their creator genuinely appreciative for their 
support. This is one of the simplest ways to build a sense of community for your viewers. 

The Golden Rules of Twitch
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R U L E S  A R E  B O R I N G ,  S O . . .

What’s Good About the Culture?

Emotes!
There’s a long history to Twitch emotes. Here are some of the most popular ones you might see on 
your streams and what they mean (some descriptions from Twitch’s Emote Lexicon):

Sp00kable
“I love streaming on Twitch for so many reasons. The community you can create is just 
AMAZING! I cannot explain how awesome it is. All I can compare it to is basically having 
a friend group 24/7. The money also speaks for itself – [and] since the community is 
smaller, it’s also easier to feel connected and therefore subs happen more frequently.” 

:Kappa: - Sarcasm or wry humor. Kappa is Twitch’s signature emote.

ChickenMeChanga
“The best thing for sure are the interactions I get with my community. There [are] so 
many ways to connect with my viewers when I go live, from emotes to community 
points. I feel both creators and viewers get a lot out of Twitch, particularly in the early 
stages of streaming. In my opinion, it’s also the best platform for seeing early monetary 
returns on your channel.” 
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:LUL: - Laughter. The emote version of Laugh Out Loud.

:4Head: - Laughter, but in a slightly mocking way. Often used as pity laughter when 
someone tells a lame/dad joke.

:PogChamp: - Hype, excitement, joy, or shock. POG (Play of the Game) was previously 
Ryan Guiterrez’s face, but the emote was banned and removed from Twitch in 2021. It’s 
now officially :KomodoHype:, a lizard with a wide open mouth.

:Jebaited: - For when someone is “baited or tricked.” Often used in games where the 
player is surprised or lured into a trap.

:ResidentSleeper: - For when there’s a lull in action, a boring cut scene or event, or when 
someone literally falls asleep.

https://www.twitch.tv/creatorcamp/en/learn-the-basics/emotes/
https://www.twitch.tv/sp00kable
https://www.twitch.tv/chickenmechanga


S T E P  F I V E

On average, you have less than 15 seconds to convince a new viewer to follow or to engage. You 
never know when someone is going to tune in to your channel; you need to be active every second!

Like on a radio show, you’ll want to always be filling the space. Otherwise, you’ll end up with “dead air” 
which can be incredibly awkward and disengaging for your audience. There are lots of things you can 
do to encourage this, but the main thing is to be engaged and talking at all times.

Always Be Talking

Bring the energy! Make sure you’re not monotone reciting off a script. If you sound enthusiastic and 
exciting on stream, it’ll be infectious. Think about an actor reading off a script. It’s one thing to read 
lines, it’s another to act them out.



Start with these if you’re having trouble
 Narrate your inner monologue: think out loud, react to things, and describe what’s going o
 Narrate the game: describe what you’re doing, read text aloud, talk about objectives and mission
 Have prompts ready: “I had a chicken sandwich for lunch; what did you guys have?”

When you’re doing an activity by yourself, like driving or hiking, try to narrate your life, your 
thoughts, or your inner monologue. It might feel awkward at first, but it’ll flow with practice!

TRY
THIS!

Tips & Tricks

Set aside some time after each stream to go back and rewatch your own content and constantly 
improve on it. Ask yourself: would you watch your own content? If not, then why not? Review and 
iterate on your content. Each stream should be better than your last. You should have one thing that 
you’re improving on in each stream.

Plan a goal for every stream. This is a mindset trick, as it’ll help keep you focused even 
when your chat is dead and you’ll be building footage to create offline content and VODs to 
post on your streaming platforms and your socials!

TRY
THIS!

Stream With a Purpose

Content is Everything
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S T E P  S I X

This guide was just the first step. If you’re hungry to keep learning, the next step to kick off your 
journey is to join a free live training session hosted by our very own StoneMountain64. 


- StoneMountain64, pro FPS streamer and Pipeline co-founder

“Learn the framework that I used to grow my audience to over 6.5 
million followers!”

We  hope you found this guide helpful. It’s an incredibly exciting time to be a creator and be building 
towards making a living doing what you love.



There’s a lot to learn as a new creator, but you don’t have to figure it out on your own. If you need 
help putting all these tips into action, we invite you to join us for a live training session.

In this training, you’ll learn how to
 Find your perfect nich
 Make contnet that will keep viewers hooke
 Grow your audience with proven tactic
 Monetize your stream!



Seats are limited, so register now!

Save your spot ->

How to Grow and Monetize Your Stream in Five Weeks
FREE LIVE TRAINING

Your Next Step: A FREE Live Training

“I just want to thank @StoneMountain64 for creating 
this program. I went from 1 viewer to over 30 and got 
affiliated on Twitch in 4 days . . . now that’s what you 
call explosive growth. 

- GlobeyJo

“Milestone hit!!! This is insane!!! 15k followers, 204 
supporters, and working hard on building the 
platform! Thank you StoneMountain64 for everything 
you’ve done for the streaming community! You’ve 
changed my life!

- Firehand Legends
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https://creator-school.pipeline.gg/webinar-registrationnh0u93yk?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=leadMag&utm_campaign=growthLiveTraining&utm_term=na&utm_content=TwitchGrowthGuide2022

